
WASHINGTON: US economic growth
was a bit stronger than initially thought in
the second quarter, notching its best per-
formance in nearly four years and putting
the economy on track to hit the Trump
administration’s goal of 3 percent annual
growth. Gross domestic product increased
at a 4.2 percent annualized rate, the
Commerce Department said yesterday in
its second estimate of GDP growth for the
April-June quarter. That was slightly up
from the 4.1 percent pace of expansion
reported in July and was the fastest rate
since the third quarter of 2014.

The slight upward revision to growth
last quarter reflected more business
spending on software than previously
estimated and less imports of petroleum.
Stronger software spending and a small-
er import bill offset a downward revision
to consumer spending. Compared to the
second quarter of 2017, the economy grew
2.9 percent instead of the previously
reported 2.8 percent. Output expanded 3.2
percent in the first half of 2018, rather than
the 3.1 percent estimated last month. The
Trump administration has set a target of 3
percent annual growth, which economists
say is unsustainable because of structural
constraints.

Robust growth in the second quarter
was driven by one-off factors such as a $1.5
trillion tax cut package, which provided a
jolt to consumer spending after a lackluster
first quarter, and a front-loading of soybean
exports to China to beat retaliatory trade
tariffs. There are signs some of the momen-

tum was lost early in the third quarter. The
government reported on Tuesday that the
goods trade deficit jumped 6.3 percent to
$72.2 billion in July as a 6.7 percent plunge
in food shipments weighed on exports.

While consumer spending has remained
strong early in the third quarter, the hous-
ing market has weakened further with
homebuilding rising less than expected in
July and sales of new and previously owned

homes declining. The Trump administra-
tion’s “America First” policies, which have
led to an escalation of a trade war between
the United States and China as well as tit-
for-tat tariffs with the European Union,
Canada and Mexico, pose a risk to the
economy.

Economists had expected second-
quarter GDP growth would be revised
down to a 4.0 percent pace. The economy
grew at a 2.2 percent rate in the January-
March period.

The US dollar held near a session high
against a basket of currencies after the
data. US stock index futures were largely
flat while prices of longer-dated US
Treasuries were slightly higher.

Income growth slows
An alternative measure of economic

growth, gross domestic income (GDI),
increased at a rate of 1.8 percent in the
second quarter, slowing from the first
quarter’s brisk 3.9 percent pace. The aver-
age of GDP and GDI, also referred to as
gross domestic output and considered a
better measure of economic activity,
increased at a 3.0 percent rate in the
April-June period. That followed a 3.1 per-
cent growth pace in the first quarter.

The income side of the growth ledger
was restrained by after-tax corporate prof-
its, which grew at an 2.4 percent rate last
quarter, decelerating from the 8.2 percent
pace logged in the first quarter.

Growth in consumer spending, which

accounts for more than two-thirds of US
economic activity, was lowered to a 3.8 per-
cent rate in the second quarter instead of
the previously reported 4.0 percent pace.
Consumer spending increased at a 0.5 per-
cent pace in the first quarter. — Reuters
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World stocks
slip as
uncertainty over
NAFTA nags
LONDON: Global stocks eased yester-
day on uncertainty over Canada’s posi-
tion in NAFTA, and with investors also
nervous ahead of a deadline for the next
round of China-US tariffs next week.

Talks to renew a NAFTA trade agree-
ment between the United States, Mexico
and Canada - after Monday’s US-Mexico
deal - hinge on Canada. Uncertainty over
when a final agreement might pass the
US Congress also kept trade muted.

MSCI’s world equity index, which
tracks shares in 47 countries, eased 0.1
percent from the 5-1/2-month high hit
after Mexico and the United States struck
their deal.

“The market is quite right to say after
the knee-jerk reaction higher in the
Mexican peso and equities, a) there was
remarkably little detail, and b) what is the
state of Canada?” Aberdeen Standard
Investments head of global strategy
Andrew Milligan said.

“It helps this rebound in risk assets
we’re seeing but it is an erratic rally
because we need a bit more fuel to the
fire,” he said. US stocks were set for a
cautious open with eMini futures for the
S&P 500 giving back gains to trade flat
while Dow Jones futures fell 0.1 percent.

European stocks drifted either side of
flat, with the index of top 50 companies
down 0.02 percent by 1247 GMT. US
President Donald Trump threatened to
proceed with Mexico alone and levy tar-
iffs on Canada if it does not come on
board with revised trade terms. But a
trade deal might struggle to win approval
from Congress unless Canada comes on
board.

“The final decisions are unlikely until
2019 at the earliest,” Goldman Sachs ana-
lysts wrote in a note to clients, saying that
control of the majority in Congress might
have gone to the Democrats by then,
which could make agreement more diffi-
cult. Currencies reflected investors’ lin-
gering uncertainty.

Against the US dollar, the Canadian
dollar fell 0.1 percent while Mexico’s
peso declined 0.3 percent. European
autos stocks also slid 0.3 percent as
details of the agreement on autos
emerged. Auto executives and sources
told Reuters a side agreement would
allow the US to slap punitive tariffs of up
to 25 percent on imports of Mexican-
made cars, sport utility vehicles and auto
parts above certain volumes.

On another front of the global trade
conflicts, a deadline for public comment
on Trump’s increased tariffs on $200 bil-
lion of Chinese goods was less than a
week away on Sept. 5. “End-of-month
flows could start to take hold into the end
of the week, and combined with light
news flow and the risk of impending trade
war escalation could result in conviction
remaining light,” JPMorgan analysts
wrote in a note. — Reuters

CBK receives winners of ‘Your
Trip As You Like’ campaign
KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank
of Kuwait (CBK) received winners
of the second draw for “Your Trip
as you Like” campaign. Tickets
and cash prizes topped with one
kilogram gold which the bank
launched at the start of the travel
season to reward the customers of
the bank when they use Al-Tijari
cards. Head of Cards Center at
CBK Abdulaziz Essa Malak
received the winners and congrat-
ulated then on their win adding
that there is still a chance for the
customers to win in the coming
draw. Four customers could win a
travel voucher each worth KD
1,750 to 2,750 in addition to a
draw to pick the winner of one
kilogram of pure gold, he said.

Economy back on track to hit Trump’s goal of 3% annual growth

ALHAMBRA: In this file photo, a property for sale is seen in Alhambra, California.
US sales of newly-built single-family homes fell to a nine-month low in July 2018,
marking the second straight decline and underscoring weakness in the housing
sector. — AFP

Britain’s May takes
trade-touting 
tour to Nigeria
ABUJA: Britain’s Theresa May landed in Nigeria’s
capital yesterday on the second leg of her maiden
Africa tour aimed at drumming up post-Brexit
trade deals outside the European Union. 

The prime minister had kicked off her three-
nation visit in Cape Town on Tuesday where she
pledged to prioritize investment in Africa-
although it was her diffident dance moves rather
than her diplomacy that captured the headlines.
The tour, which will also take her to Kenya, is part
of a campaign to promote Britain’s global ambi-
tions after Brexit. 

With just seven months until Britain formally
leaves the EU, May is under pressure back home
from those skeptical of her ability to forge post-
Brexit trade deals, with British officials eyeing a
doubling of trade with Nigeria over the next
decade or so. 

“Bilateral trade between Britain and Nigeria
was up to £4.2 billion [$5.42 billion, 4.64 billion
euros], in 2017 and we expect to more than dou-
ble this figure by 2030,” Laure Beaufils, Britain’s
deputy high commissioner to Nigeria, told a press
conference ahead of May’s arrival in Abuja. 

China is currently Nigeria’s biggest trading
partner with Abuja importing some $7 billion in
goods from Beijing.   — AFP


